Optimal perioperative management of arterial blood pressure
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Abstract: Perioperative blood pressure management is a key factor of patient care for anesthetists, as perioperative hemodynamic instability is associated with cardiovascular complications. Hypertension is an independent predictive factor of cardiac adverse events in noncardiac surgery. Intraoperative hypotension is one of the most encountered factors associated with death related to anesthesia. In the preoperative setting, the majority of antihypertensive medications should be continued until surgery. Only renin-angiotensin system antagonists may be stopped. Hypertension, especially in the case of mild to moderate hypertension, is not a cause for delaying surgery. During the intraoperative period, anesthesia leads to hypotension. Hypotension episodes should be promptly treated by intravenous vasopressors, and according to their etiology. In the postoperative setting, hypertension predominates. Continuation of antihypertensive medications and postoperative care may be insufficient. In these cases, intravenous antihypertensive treatments are used to control blood pressure elevation.
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Introduction
During anesthesia, maintenance of adequate tissue perfusion is mandatory. Unfortunately, tissue perfusion cannot be assessed easily. Cardiac output measurement and pulmonary artery occlusion pressure are useful guides to anesthesia, but in current practice, blood pressure and heart rate are used as the main hemodynamic targets. Perioperative blood pressure management is a key factor for anesthetists, as its instability is associated with adverse events. Preoperative hypertension is frequently encountered. Maintaining or halting antihypertensive medications should be discussed. During surgery, anesthesia may be associated with hypotension, whereas after surgery, hypertension predominates. Rapid, safe, and effective treatments should then be introduced. Optimal management of arterial blood pressure is clearly required in the perioperative setting to avoid complications.

General considerations
Perioperative hypertension occurs in 25% of hypertensive patients who undergo surgery.\textsuperscript{1} Nevertheless, there is a lack of consensus concerning treatment thresholds and appropriate therapeutic targets.\textsuperscript{1} During surgery, Reich et al\textsuperscript{2} proposed a value of systolic arterial pressure (SAP) > 160 mmHg to define hypertension.\textsuperscript{2} Postoperative hypertension has been arbitrarily defined as SAP ≥ 190 mmHg and/or diastolic arterial pressure (DAP) > 100 mmHg on two consecutive readings after surgery.\textsuperscript{3} In current practice, during the perioperative period, SAP ≥ 180 mmHg and/or DAP ≥ 120 mmHg
is often considered significant and should be considered as hypertensive urgency.4

There is no widely accepted definition of intraoperative hypotension, resulting in different incidences being reported across studies. Many measurements could be analyzed, such as a decrease in SAP or mean arterial pressure (MAP) under a threshold, variation from baseline, combination of parameters, duration of hypotension, and administration of fluids or vasopressors.5 Bijker et al found that intraoperative hypotension occurs with anesthesia administration in 5%–99% of patients, in accordance with the definition used.5 For cesarean delivery under spinal anesthesia, the incidence of hypotension varies between 7.4% and 74.1% in accordance with various definitions of hypotension.6 Thus, even if hypotension is associated with adverse outcomes, the threshold and duration of hypertensive episodes leading to complications are not clearly defined. A decrease of SAP higher than 20% is often chosen to define perioperative hypotension.

Blood pressure measurement
Blood pressure may be measured using invasive or noninvasive methods. Invasive intra-arterial catheters may detect acute changes in blood pressure better than oscillometric measurements, and remain the method of choice when continuous monitoring is required.

Moreover, the site of measurement can induce significant variations in blood pressure readings. In a hypotensive setting, during aortic endografting, the femoral MAP is more accurate in predicting the value of the aortic MAP than the radial MAP.7 Noninvasive blood pressure is classically measured at the arm. It is important to know there is a poor agreement between mean blood pressure at the arm, ankle, and calf: MAP is higher when measured at the calf and ankle (4 and 8 mmHg, respectively) compared with the arm.8

Risks associated with perioperative hypertension and hypotension
Hypertension affects 26.4% of the global population.9 It is an independent predictive factor of cardiac adverse events in noncardiac surgery.10 In patients with known coronary artery disease or at high risk for coronary artery disease who are undergoing noncardiac surgery, preoperative hypertension increases risk for death by 3.8 times.11 Perioperative hypertension increases blood loss, myocardial ischemia, and cerebrovascular events. Isolated systolic hypertension is also associated with a 40% increase in the likelihood of perioperative cardiovascular morbidity in coronary artery surgery patients.12

Perioperative hemodynamic instability is associated with cardiovascular complications. Interestingly, multiple studies suggest that perioperative cardiac complications are associated with intraoperative hemodynamic instability, rather than acute intraoperative hypertension alone. A decrease of 40% in MAP and an episode of a MAP <50 mmHg during surgery are associated with cardiac events in high-risk patients.10 Even short episodes of intraoperative MAP of <55 mmHg are associated with acute kidney injury and myocardial injury after a noncardiac surgery.13 The threshold and duration at which an association might be found between a perioperative stroke and hypotension are not completely known.14 Intraoperative hypotension is one of the most encountered factors associated with death related to anesthesia.15

Optimal perioperative blood pressure management appears to be a key factor of patient care. Many factors influence perioperative blood pressure, such as factors linked to the patient (age, cardiovascular status, and antihypertensive treatment) and factors linked to the surgery (type of surgery, type of anesthesia, and perioperative position).

Preoperative blood pressure control
In current practice, a patient with hypertension may already have developed complications, which must be detected before surgery.

The first objective of preoperative evaluation is to know whether hypertension is controlled with medications or not. However, delaying surgery only for the purpose of blood pressure control may not be necessary,16 with the exception of stage 3 (SAP >180 mmHg and/or DAP >110 mmHg) hypertension or in patients with target-organ damage.17 Delaying surgery is not strictly recommended,18 as rapidly acting agents can be used to control blood pressure and avoid an unnecessary surgery postponement.19

Cardiac evaluation before noncardiac surgery is based on active clinical conditions, functional capacity, known cardiovascular diseases and cardiac risk factors, risk, and urgency of surgery.18 Physical examination, routine laboratory tests, and/or noninvasive tests may be done. Systematic assessment of left ventricular function is not recommended in asymptomatic patients.18 Antihypertensive medications should be continued in the majority of cases (Table 1).

Beta-blocker agents
During the 1990s, promising studies showed the benefit of using perioperative beta-blockers. In the study by
Mangano et al., adding atenolol in the perioperative period in patients at risk for coronary artery disease undergoing noncardiac surgery showed a reduction of mortality and cardiovascular complications for a period of 2 years after surgery. Poldermans et al. found that bisoprolol reduces the incidence of death and nonfatal myocardial infarction in high-risk patients undergoing major vascular surgery. In contrast, the Perioperative Ischemic Evaluation (POISE) trial did not find any benefits of beta-blocker use in the perioperative period. In the POISE trial, patients were randomized to receive metoprolol, starting before surgery for a 30-day period, or placebo. The POISE study group found a decrease of myocardial infarction in the metoprolol group but a higher rate of deaths and strokes. In a retrospective study, Lindenauer et al. found a positive effect of perioperative beta-blocker therapy only in high-risk patients undergoing noncardiac surgery, whereas low-risk patients had no benefit or possible harm. These results led to a revision of practice guidelines in 2009. Beta-blocker therapy should be continued in patients who are receiving beta-blockers for treatment of conditions with American College of Cardiology Foundation/American Heart Association class 1 guideline indications, but routine administration of high-dose beta-blockers in the absence of dose titration is not useful and may be harmful to patients not currently taking beta-blockers who are undergoing noncardiac surgery.

### Calcium channel blockers

Calcium channel blockers are usually well tolerated in the perioperative setting. Calcium antagonists do not result in an exaggerated hypotensive response after induction of anesthesia. They may be continued safely right up to the morning of surgery, but administered with caution in the perioperative period in patients with impaired ventricular function and/or hypovolemia.

### Renin-angiotensin system antagonists

Interactions between angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs) or angiotensin II receptor antagonists (ARAs) and anesthesia are controversial. ACEIs or ARAs may increase the incidence of refractory hypotension during general anesthesia, limiting the response to ephedrine or phenylephrine. In this study, few patients were treated with ARAs (n=12), but all developed a hypotension episode and four required the use of vasopressin.

Nevertheless, patients treated with ACEIs presented with hypotension in 67% of cases, without statistical significance, in comparison with patients treated with beta-blockers or calcium channel blockers (60%). In a recent animal study, aging rats treated with captopril showed a lower MAP than untreated rats after propofol exposure. This study suggests that propofol vasodilatation is enhanced by ACEI use, through a non-NO-dependent pathway, in contrast to the classical vascular response to propofol. In hypertensive patients chronically treated with ACEIs, maintenance of therapy until the day of surgery may increase the probability of hypotension at induction. Nevertheless, this study may have some limitations.

Coriat et al. studied first-generation ACEIs. They compared the incidence of hypotension at induction of anesthesia when ACEIs were stopped (12 hours before surgery for enalapril and 24 hours before surgery for captopril) or continued until surgery. Moreover, the daily dose of antihypertensive medication was lower (nonstatistically significant) in the withdrawn groups. Discontinuation of ACEI or ARA therapy at least 10 hours before anesthesia is associated with a reduced risk for immediate postinduction hypotension. In their retrospective study, Comfere et al. found a reduction of moderate hypotension defined by a SAP ≤85 mmHg, but not of severe hypotension, defined by a SAP ≤65 mmHg. Anesthetic management was nonstandardized, which could have induced variability between the groups. In addition, most hypotensive episodes prompted relatively simple interventions (fluids, ephedrine, or phenylephrine). Interestingly, higher doses (non-statistically significant) of ephedrine and phenylephrine were used for patients who took their last ACEI/ARA 10 hours or more before induction. Withholding ACEIs and ARAs the morning of surgery has been proposed by international guidelines. Nevertheless, in a review, Sear suggests continuing antihypertensive therapies up to the morning of surgery, especially for ambulatory surgery.

In a study performed by Sear et al., no differences were found in hypotension episodes after the induction of anesthesia, between the four drugs used in monotherapy (ACEIs, beta-blockers, calcium channel blockers, and diuretics). Reich et al. did not find any association between ACEIs and hypotension, arguing...
that the ASA physical status ≥3 is probably a stronger predictor of perioperative hypotension than preoperative antihypertensive drugs by themselves. ACEI treatment does not further aggravate the blood pressure decrease under total intravenous anesthesia for minor surgery.

Little is known about the interaction between ACEIs or ARAs and spinal anesthesia. Höhne et al found that long-term ACEI treatment does not further exaggerate the blood pressure decrease in the early phase of spinal anesthesia.

Diuretics
Diuretics should not be stopped before surgery but should be used with caution in the perioperative setting, as they may be associated with hypovolemia and hypokalemia for loop diuretics. In patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy under general anesthesia, preoperative diuretic therapy is associated with an increased vasopressor requirement to maintain blood pressure when used as a single antihypertensive or as a part of a multiple-antihypertensive regimen.

Association of hypertensive medications
Patients taking several antihypertensive therapies are more exposed to intraoperative hypotension. Diuretic therapy associated with ACEIs or ARAs increase the rate of hypotension in patients undergoing noncardiac surgery. Patients taking three or more antihypertensive agents require more vasopressors during general anesthesia.

Perioperative blood pressure control
Effects of general anesthesia on blood pressure
General anesthesia
A hypertensive response is associated with laryngoscopy and tracheal intubation because of a catecholamine release. In current practice, a moderate increase of blood pressure may be observed just after laryngoscopy, especially when no opioid drugs are used for the induction of anesthesia.

Hypotension is frequent between the induction of anesthesia and the beginning of surgery. In their study, Reich et al showed that hypotension was more frequent during the 5–10 minute postinduction period compared with the 0–5 minute period. Hypotension was defined as either MAP decrease of more than 40% and MAP <70 mmHg, or MAP <60 mmHg alone. Its incidence is estimated at 7.7% in American Society of Anesthesiologist (ASA) I–II status patients and 12.6% in ASA III–V patients. Multivariate predictors of hypotension after anesthetic induction included: ASA physical status III–V, baseline MAP <70 mmHg, age ≥50 years, increasing dosage of fentanyl and use of propofol at induction.

Intravenous agents
In their retrospective study, Hug et al found that after propofol induction, 15.7% of patients had a SAP <90 mmHg, and 77% of these episodes occurred in the first 10 minutes. Propofol, used alone at induction of anesthesia, promotes a significant decrease in arterial blood pressure compared with thiopentone or etomidate. Even with reduced doses, propofol is a more hypotensive agent than etomidate. Propofol-induced hypotension is mediated by an inhibition of the sympathetic nervous system and impairment of baroreflex regulatory mechanisms. Moreover, propofol has a direct effect on vessels: it causes a dose-related decrease of potassium-induced tone in veins at low dose and arterioles at higher dose.

Etomidate preserves hemodynamic stability through maintenance of both sympathetic outflow and autonomic reflexes. In patients with severe aortic stenosis, etomidate induces less hypotension than propofol after the induction of anesthesia.

Volatile anesthetic agents
Volatile anesthetics may be used for induction and/or for maintenance of anesthesia. They are associated with a myocardial protective effect and improve postsischemic recovery at a cellular level in isolated hearts, in animals, and in humans. In patients undergoing cardiac surgery, desflurane and sevoflurane decrease morbidity and mortality in comparison with a total intravenous anesthesia regimen. It can also be beneficial to use volatile anesthetic agents during noncardiac surgery for the maintenance of general anesthesia in hemodynamically stable patients at risk for myocardial ischemia.

Induction with sevoflurane is associated with better blood pressure maintenance than with propofol, but more patients found this technique unpleasant. Volatile anesthetic agents have effects on blood pressure, depending on their concentration. Increasing concentrations of volatile anesthetics decrease blood pressure.

Xenon
Xenon is able to exert anesthetic properties with a remarkable hemodynamic stability in healthy patients undergoing elective surgery. Xenon induces general anesthesia without impairment of cardiac output and vascular resistance by increasing norepinephrine plasma concentration. In vitro, xenon inhibits norepinephrine transporter and reduces the uptake of norepinephrine in neuronal cells. In patients with
known coronary artery disease undergoing noncardiac surgery, xenon-remifentanil anesthesia provides a higher arterial pressure and an improved left ventricular function (Tei index) than propofol-remifentanil anesthesia.59

**Effects of spinal anesthesia on blood pressure**

Spinal anesthesia provides a sympathectomy-induced hypotension. A decrease in systemic vascular resistance is observed, leading to an acute drop in venous return. Hypotension is the most encountered complication after spinal anesthesia.60 In their study, Carpenter et al51 found that hypotension developed in one-third of patients after spinal anesthesia and that the factors associated with hypotension were age, level of spinal puncture, baseline blood pressure, peak block height, combination with general anesthesia, and addition of phenylephrine to the local anesthetic.51 The height of the sympathetic blockade is determined by the cephalad distribution of the local anesthetic in the cerebrospinal fluid. The amount of local anesthetics administered strongly influences this blockade, and therefore the blood pressure drop.32,53 Many factors have been expected to influence the sensory block level: local anesthetics baricity, volume (local anesthetics concentration), and patient position during spinal anesthesia. In their study, Malinovsky et al54 tested six different preparations of 10 mg bupivacaine (from 2–10 mL isobaric or hyperbaric bupivacaine) and found that volume had no significant influence on either cephalad spread for either isobaric or hyperbaric bupivacaine. A greater maximal cephalad spread of anesthesia was obtained with diluted isobaric bupivacaine, but hypotensive episodes were more frequent with a low volume of isobaric bupivacaine. Malinovsky et al hypothesize that decreasing the local anesthetic concentration limited the concentration of local anesthetics penetrating the nerve.54 The effect of the patient’s position during spinal anesthesia has been well evaluated in obstetrics. Hypotension occurs less frequently when spinal anesthesia for a cesarean section is performed in the lateral position compared with the sitting position.55 In contrast, after the spinal injection of the local anesthetic in patients undergoing cesarean section, maintenance in the sitting position for 5 minutes results in lower sensory block levels and ephedrine requirements for hyperbaric bupivacaine.56

**Other factors influencing perioperative blood pressure**

**Volemia**

Volemia is a key factor for blood pressure variations. Hypovolemia resulting from blood loss or dehydration is a frequent cause of hypotension in the perioperative setting.

**Perioperative position and surgical technique**

The upright sitting or beach chair position is associated with a higher incidence of hypotension and risk for cerebral ischemia. During shoulder surgery in the beach chair position, intraoperative hypotension is increased by preoperative use of antihypertensive medication.57 Prone positioning decreases venous return (inferior vena cava compression) and left ventricular compliance (increase of intrathoracic pressure), resulting in a decrease in the cardiac index, but MAP is maintained at baseline levels because of an increase of systemic vascular resistance.58

During laparoscopic cholecystectomy in nonobese patients, MAP decreases after induction of anesthesia and tilting to the head-up position but increases after peritoneal insufflation.59 In obese patients, surgical pneumoperitoneum results in the deterioration of cardiac output without affecting MAP.60 During robot-assisted laparoscopic radical prostatectomy in 45° Trendelenburg position, pneumoperitoneum increases MAP by 25%, but addition of Trendelenburg position does not modify MAP levels.61

Tourniquet inflation causes hemodynamic changes. In young men undergoing knee surgery under general anesthesia, MAP increases 26% during inflation and returns to basal values after deflation.62 Aortic cross-clamping induces an increase in blood pressure, whereas unclamping leads to hypotension.63

**Mechanical ventilation**

Mechanical ventilation, especially positive end-expiratory pressure, decreases the blood volume in the intrathoracic vascular bed and heart, and decreases cardiac filling and cardiac output via the Frank-Starling relationship.64,65 In fact, mechanical ventilation decreases right ventricular preload (venous return), and increases right ventricular afterload (pulmonary vascular resistance) and left ventricular afterload. These effects may lead to hypotension.

**Anaphylaxis and sepsis**

Anaphylaxis must be evoked when acute hypotension remains unexplained.66 In patients with severe sepsis, perioperative resuscitation using fluids, vasopressors, and inotropes, as well as antimicrobial therapy, is fundamental.67

How to avoid perioperative hypotension

**Titrated general anesthesia**

To limit the hypotension induced by intravenous drugs, anesthesia may be titrated to clinical response, especially in the elderly or in septic patients. In patients with severe sepsis, the choice of the induction agent is less important
than the care with which they are administered. To guide induction anesthesia, bispectral index (BIS) monitoring may be helpful. BIS monitoring identifies the depth of anesthesia. Deep hypnosis (BIS < 45) has been associated with postoperative complications and mortality. Controlling the depth of anesthesia limits the hypotensive effect of anesthetic drugs. Moreover, patients may have different anesthetic sensitivity: low anesthetic concentration surprisingly may be associated with a low BIS and low MAP.

**Low doses, unilateral and continuous spinal anesthesia**

Several methods have been proposed to reduce the incidence of spinal anesthesia-induced hypotension, especially using low doses of local anesthetics. To decrease local anesthetic dose, Ben-David et al have added opioid analgesics. Moreover, baricity of local anesthetics combined with the patient’s position after spinal anesthesia have been used to prevent hypotension. Unilateral spinal anesthesia which is achieved by injecting a small dose of hyperbaric bupivacaine into the patients placed in the lateral position for 15 minutes, reduces the incidence of hypotension during spinal anesthesia. Unilateral spinal anesthesia also causes less hypotension than general anesthesia with sevoflurane. Finally, titration of local anesthetics decreases hypotension episodes. Continuous spinal anesthesia provides less hypotension than a single-shot technique. It allows incremental dosing of local anesthetics and can safely be used in patients with cardiac diseases. Continuous spinal anesthesia provides better blood pressure stability than general anesthesia (with propofol or sevoflurane) in elderly patients with hip fractures. Nevertheless, low doses of local anesthetics may compromise anesthetic efficacy. In fact, if the dose administered is insufficient, patients must also have a general anesthesia.

**Hypotension treatment**

During anesthesia, blood pressure can be sustained by three vasopressor systems: the sympathetic nervous system, the renin-angiotensin system, and vasopressin. Keeping normovolemia is mandatory to avoid intraoperative hypotension (not considered in this review). Hypotension must be quickly treated by an intravenous agent and a decrease of depth of anesthesia to limit its duration (Figure 1).

**Etiology**

Intraoperative hypotension must be treated according to its cause, so it is critical to determine the pathophysiological process conducive to perioperative hypotension, such as: effect of anesthetic agents, hypovolemia, position or surgical technique, cardiac etiology, effect of mechanical ventilation, or anaphylaxis. Moreover, the severity of hypotension, associated signs, and the effect of initial therapy can be used to guide the treatment. After anesthesia induction, hypotension is mainly associated with vasoplegia (effect of anesthetic drugs) and the beginning of mechanical ventilation. During surgery, hypotension may be linked to hypovolemia, high doses of anesthetics, and heart failure. In patients undergoing cardiac surgery or with known cardiac diseases, cardiac dysfunction should be discussed. Short-acting vasopressors are used to restore blood pressure levels (Table 2).

### Ephedrine and phenylephrine

Ephedrine is the first-line treatment of intraoperative hypotension during general anesthesia. Ephedrine is an indirect alpha and beta-adrenergic agonist, whereas phenylephrine is a direct alpha-agonist of the sympathetic system. These drugs have been well studied in the obstetrics setting. A dose-response study of prophylactic infusions of phenylephrine and ephedrine in the prevention of hypotension after spinal anesthesia for cesarean delivery demonstrated a potency ratio of 81:1. Both ephedrine and phenylephrine are effective in

**Table 2 Parenteral drugs for treatment of perioperative hypotension**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Initial dose</th>
<th>Onset of action, minutes</th>
<th>Duration of action, minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ephedrine</td>
<td>3–6 mg</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>15–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylephrine</td>
<td>50–100 μg</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>10–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norepinephrine</td>
<td>0.1–0.4 μg/minute (CI)</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>5–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epinephrine</td>
<td>0.1–1 mg*</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>5–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terlipressin</td>
<td>1 mg*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30–60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** *In case of anaphylaxis (grade III–IV); *in case of refractory arterial hypotension (in patients with renin-angiotensin system inhibitors). **Abbreviation:** CI, continuous infusion.
the management of spinal anesthesia-induced hypotension, but phenylephrine is now the first choice in the obstetrics setting.\textsuperscript{80} Ephedrine increases heart rate, whereas phenylephrine decreases it. In consequence, ephedrine is a better drug to maintain cardiac output.

**Norepinephrine and epinephrine**
Norepinephrine is a direct alpha-1 adrenergic agonist, with a short duration of action. Norepinephrine is used in continuous infusion after the failure of first-line treatments (ephedrine, phenylephrine) to restore blood pressure to baseline levels. Moreover, norepinephrine is a good vasopressor agent choice in the treatment of patients with shock.\textsuperscript{81} Epinephrine is an alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist. It remains the treatment of choice in cases of anaphylaxis during anesthesia.\textsuperscript{82}

**Terlipressin**
Terlipressin, a long-acting synthetic analogue of vasopressin, stimulates vasopressin receptors and induces arterial constriction. Terlipressin is effective in rapidly correcting refractory hypotension in patients chronically treated with antagonists of the renin-angiotensin system without impairing left ventricular function.\textsuperscript{83} Terlipressin has been shown to be as effective as norepinephrine in correcting arterial hypotension after failure of ephedrine in patients under general anesthesia, with a shorter onset of action and a longer duration of action.\textsuperscript{84}

**Perioperative hypertension**
Perioperative hypertension may occur during the induction of anesthesia, especially if no opioid analgesics are used. Helfman et al showed that lidocaine, fentanyl, and esmolol are efficient in controlling blood pressure during tracheal intubation.\textsuperscript{85} Moreover, during surgery, hypertension is mainly associated with acute pain-induced sympathetic stimulation.\textsuperscript{1} Specific surgical patterns (tourniquet, aortic cross-clamping) may also induce hypertension. In current practice, increasing the depth of anesthesia often corrects intraoperative hypertension.

If blood pressure is still uncontrolled after increasing the depth of anesthesia, a short-acting antihypertensive therapy may be used, such as in the postoperative setting.

**Postoperative blood pressure control**

**Postoperative hypertension**

**General considerations**
In the postanesthesia care unit, during anesthesia awakening, many factors may promote hypertension, such as pain, anxiety, hypoxemia, hypercarbia, hypothermia and shivering, urinary retention, and hypervolemia. In the following days, hypertension may be associated with discontinuation of antihypertensive medication.\textsuperscript{86}

The ideal agent for hypertension treatment should be rapid-acting, predictable and easily titrated, safe, inexpensive, and convenient.\textsuperscript{1} In Europe, in the setting of acute hypertension, patients are currently managed with a variety of agents, with those most commonly used being nitroglycerine, urapidil, and clonidine.\textsuperscript{87} Parenteral antihypertensive agents for treatment of perioperative hypertension are summarized in Table 3.

**Beta-blockers**
Esmolol is a short-acting cardioselective beta-blocker with a rapid onset (1 minute) and a short duration of action (<20 minutes). A dose-response relationship between esmolol and hypotension has been observed.\textsuperscript{88} An initial low dose bolus followed by a continuous infusion limits severe hypotension episodes.\textsuperscript{89} Labetalol is a combined alpha and beta-blocker, with an onset of action of less than 5 minutes and duration of action of 2–4 hours. Labetalol is administered as a repeated intravenous bolus of 20 mg.

**Calcium channel blockers**
Clevidipine is an ultra-short-acting selective arteriolar vasodilator. Clevidipine has a short half-life and is typically administered as a continuous infusion. In the Evaluation of Clevidipine in the Perioperative Treatment of Hypertension Assessing Safety Events (ECLIPSE) trials, clevidipine has

| Table 3 Parenteral antihypertensive agents for treatment of perioperative hypertension |
|----------------------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| Agent                           | Initial dose        | Onset of action     | Duration of action |
|----------------------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| Esmolol                          | 250–500 μg/kg (CI)  | 1–2 minutes         | 10–20 minutes     |
|                                  | (followed by 25–50 μg/kg/minute in CI) |                      |                     |
| Labetalol                        | 20 mg               | 2–3 minutes         | 6 hours            |
| Clevidipine                      | 0.5 μg/kg/minute (CI)| 2–4 minutes        | 5–15 minutes       |
| Nicardipine                      | 1 mg or 5 mg/hour (CI) | 2 minutes,         | 2–4 hours,         |
|                                  |                     | 5–15 minutes        | 4–6 hours          |
| Nitropresside                    | 0.5 μg/kg/minute (CI)| Immediate          | 1–2 minutes        |
| Nitroglycerin                    | 5 μg/min (CI)       | 2–3 minutes         | 3–5 minutes        |
| Clonidine                        | 150 μg              | 30 minutes          | 4–6 hours          |
| Urapidil                         | 25 mg               | 2 minutes           | 4–5 hours          |
| Enalaprilatin                    | 0.625–1.25 mg       | 15 minutes          | 6 hours            |
| Fenoldopam                       | 0.1 μg/kg/minute (CI) | 5 minutes         | 30–60 minutes      |
| Hydralazine                      | 3–20 mg             | 5–15 minutes        | 6–12 hours         |

Abbreviations: CI, continuous infusion; min, minute.
been shown to be more effective than nitroglycerin and nitroprusside, and equivalent to nicardipine for maintaining blood pressure within the prespecified blood pressure range.\(^9\) Nicardipine is a short-acting dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker. Nicardipine is an easily titratable and potent vasodilator, which may be administered as an intravenous bolus or continuous infusion. Its onset of action is about 2 minutes for an intravenous bolus, with a duration of action of about 3 hours. Nicardipine has many of the properties of an ideal drug for the treatment of postoperative hypertension.\(^{89}\)

### Nitroprusside and nitroglycerin

Sodium nitroprusside is an arterial and venous vasodilator that decreases cardiac preload and afterload without inotropic or chronotropic effects. It has an immediate onset of action and a short duration of action (1–2 minutes). Nitroglycerin is a direct vasodilator (especially venodilator) with a rapid onset of action and a short duration. Nitroglycerin also dilates coronary arteries, but it has a limited efficacy and promotes a reflex tachycardia.\(^{91}\)

### Alpha-2 agonists

Perioperative use of alpha-2 agonists has been shown to maintain perioperative hemodynamic stability by reducing sympathetic activity, thereby preventing major cardiac complications.\(^{92,93}\) Nevertheless, with regard to adverse effects, alpha-2 adrenergic agonists significantly increase perioperative hypotension and bradycardia.\(^{92,93}\) Alpha-2 agonists may be considered for perioperative control of hypertension for patients with known coronary artery disease.\(^8\) Clonidine may also be used in the postoperative setting to treat hypertension.

### Alpha-1-adrenergic antagonist

Urapidil is a peripheral postsynaptic alpha 1-adrenoceptor antagonist with central agonistic action at serotonin 5-HT1A receptors. It reduces blood pressure by decreasing peripheral vascular resistance. It is effective in controlling various hypertensive crises and hypertension associated with pregnancy or surgery, and is similar to or better than other first-line agents used in these conditions.\(^{94}\) In the study by van der Stroom et al, urapidil was effective in lowering arterial blood pressure after coronary artery surgery, but one third of the patients treated with urapidil developed hypotension after 60 minutes of continuous infusion.\(^{95}\)

### Postoperative hypotension

Postoperative hypotension is often linked to hypovolemia, cardiac dysfunction, or prolonged infusion of anesthetic agents.

### Summary

Perioperative blood pressure instability is associated with cardiac, renal, and neurologic adverse events. There is still no consensual definition for perioperative hypertension and hypotension. Anesthesia induces a decrease in blood pressure after induction, which is often resolved by sympathetic agonists. Antihypertensive medications should be continued until the day of surgery with the exception of renin-angiotensin-interfering agents, which may be not be continued until the day of anesthesia.

In contrast, in the postoperative period, hypertension predominates. Continuation of antihypertensive medications and the use of short-acting antihypertensive agents allows for effective blood pressure control.
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